The Effects of ZnO Additive on Sintering Behavior, Microstructural Evolution and Microwave Dielectric Properties of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ Ceramics
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Abstract: The densification behavior, structural and microstructural evolution and microwave dielectric properties of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO (x = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 mol%) ceramics have been investigated using X-ray diffraction, field emission scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and microwave resonant measurement. The Maximum density of 3.33 g/cm$^3$ was obtained in Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 2ZnO ceramic at low sintering temperature of 1100°C. Scanning electron microscopy investigations revealed good close packing of grains when x = 2 and preferential grain growth when x ≥ 3. The maximum value of Q × f and εr were 31800 GHz and 22.5 in Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 3ZnO and Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 2ZnO compositions, respectively. The observed properties are attributed to the microstructural evolution and grain growth (first case) or high density of the obtained ceramic (second case).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of wireless telecommunication, such as cellular phones, global positioning systems, personal communication, Tactile Internet (5G wireless systems), Internet of Things (IoT), and satellite broadcasting, has attracted extensive studies on the microwave dielectrics materials [1-5]. Development of wireless communication demands search for low cost microwave dielectrics with high quality factor (Q-factor) [6, 7]. For base station applications several ultralow loss microwave dielectric (high Q-factor) systems such as Ba(Mg$_{1/3}$Ta$_{2/3}$)O$_3$ (BMT), Ba(Zn$_{1/3}$Ta$_{2/3}$)O$_3$ (BZT) and Ba((ZnCo)$_{1/3}$Nb$_{2/3}$)O$_3$ (BZCN) have been developed, but lowering the price renders the search for new low cost and high Q microwave dielectric ceramics [7].

Li$_2$TiO$_3$ with ordered rock salt superstructure in which cationic (001) planes are alternatively occupied by layers of Li and (LiTi$_{1/3}$) layers [8] is a promising microwave dielectric candidate with good quality factor, Q × f > 15000 GHz [8, 9], moderate dielectric constant ~ 22 and τf value of 20.3 ppm/C [10-13]. Li$_2$TiO$_3$ exists in three modifications: the metastable cubic α-phase which can be synthesized hydrothermally and is stable at low temperatures but transforms irreversibly to monoclinic β-phase between 300 and 600 °C and is stable up to 1150–1215 °C in which experiences a reversible transition to cubic γ-Li$_2$TiO$_3$ [8, 14-17]. A higher order structural phase transition of monoclinic phase at about 450 °C was also reported by Hoshino et al. using X-ray diffraction method at high temperatures [18]. The cationic arrangement of (LiTi$_{1/3}$) layers in Li$_2$TiO$_3$ ceramic was precisely revealed through structure refinement of single-crystal X-ray diffraction method by Kataoka et al. [19]. The synthesized Li$_2$TiO$_3$ powders are usually characterized by a large grain size and inferior sintering characteristics [8]. In addition, porous microstructure due to sublimation of lithium [9, 20] and crack formation due to phase transition under high sintering temperatures (above 1150°C) [9, 21] adversely affect the densification of Li$_2$TiO$_3$. Therefore, reducing the sintering temperature is very important to control the above-mentioned defects. Several approaches have been applied to enhance the sintering characteristics of ceramics like doping [22-24], addition of sintering aids with...
low melting points [25-28], using wet chemistry synthesis methods (hydrothermal, sol-gel,…) [29, 30], and making beneficiary from non-stoichiometry effects [8, 21]. Improvement in sintering behavior in nonstoichiometric Li2+xTiO3 [8] is attributed to the creation of vacancies in solid state sintering and defect chemistry which is responsible for accommodating excess Li2O, somehow, as for x < 0.08, Li+ defects are created, and for x > 0.1, Li2+ are formed along with simultaneous formation of Vn+ and Vo2+ defects, providing charge compensation. The effects of the hydrogen atmosphere on nonstoichiometry of Li2TiO3 and addition of some oxide additives to control oxygen defects was examined by Hoshino et al. [31]. Murphy et al. [16] used density functional theory to calculate formation energies for the intrinsic defect species and therefore identify the mechanisms responsible for accommodating both excess Li2O and TiO2 across a wide range of temperatures and oxygen partial pressures. Huang et al. [11] studied the effects of ZnO addition with 10-50 mol.% and reported new microwave dielectric material of 0.7Li2TiO3-0.3ZnO with good combination of dielectric properties of εr of ~22.95, Q×f of ~99,800 GHz (measured at 8.91 GHz), and a tf of ~0 ppm/°C.

The aim of the present work was to study the effects of ZnO addition with lower values of 0.5-5 mol.% and to explore whether Zn2+ ions (as well as Li+ ions) can be accommodated in Li2TiO3 lattice and therefore be responsible for alteration of mass transfer and diffusion rate during sintering process through formation of ionic defects. Furthermore, the effects of ZnO addition on the structure, microstructure and microwave dielectric properties of Li2TiO3 ceramics were investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Li2CO3 (Sigma Aldrich, 13010, 99% purity) and TiO2 (Merck, 1.00808.1000, >99% purity) were ground in a PM 400 Retsch planetary ball mill using tungsten carbide vials and balls at 300 rpm in order to synthesize stoichiometric Li2TiO3 powder. The ball-to-powder ratio of 10:1 and milling duration of 5 h were employed. The milled powders were subject to calcination in an electrical box furnace at temperature of 700°C with 4 h holding time at maximum temperature and heating rate of 5 °C/min. ZnO powder (Sigma Aldrich, 205532, 99.9% purity) was added to Li2TiO3 powder in order to prepare Li2TiO3 + xZnO samples that x values were adopted as 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 mol%. All starting materials were dried prior to weighing at 200 °C for 2 h in order to remove moisture. The slurries were dried at 90 °C for 4 h and then at 180 °C for 4 h. Different batches were granulated with PVA as binder and then were pressed into pellets under pressure of 200 MPa. Sintering process was performed in an electrical box furnace at temperatures between 1050-1250°C with heating rate of 10 °C/min and holding temperature of 3 h at maximum temperature under ambient atmosphere. Green parts were muffled with powder of the same composition in order to avoid Li sublimation during sintering. The bulk Density and porosity of pellets were measured by Archimedes method (ASTM-C373-88). The phase identification was performed through X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns obtained by Philips PW 3710 with CuKα1 (40 kV, 30 mA). The data were collected in the 2θ range of 5-80°. The microstructural analysis of samples were performed by means of field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (TESCAN MIRA 3 LMU). The samples were polished and then thermally etched at 50 °C lower than sintering temperature for 30 min. Raman spectra have been recorded by DXR-Smart Raman (Thermo-scientific) instrument with Smart Excitation Laser (Thermo Scientific) with laser wavelength at 780 nm. Resolution, number of scans and integration time were 2 cm-1, 5 and 1500 s, respectively. Microwave dielectric properties were measured in the frequency range of 8–10 GHz and diameter-to-thickness ratio of the DR was adjusted to = 2.26 for assurance of the first resonance mode to be of the TE01δ-type. The DR was placed on the low-loss quartz support of 5 mm diameter and 4.3 mm height in the center of the silver-clad cylindrical resonance cavity (QWED, Poland) having inner diameter of 24 mm and height of 16 mm. The microwave resonances in transmission mode (s21 parameter) were measured using HP8719C vector network analyzer. The dielectric constant (εr) was calculated using the QWED software 37 which takes into account the geometry of the DR and the metal enclosure. The unloaded Q-factor was calculated according to Eq. 1 [32]:
\[ Q = \frac{Q_L}{1 - 10^{-P/20}} \]  

where \( Q_L \) is the loaded quality factor determined from the full width of the resonance peak at the 3 dB level, and \( P \) is the absolute value of the \( s_{21} \) parameter at the resonance in dB. To minimize the coupling, the \( s_{21} \) parameter at the resonance peak was adjusted to around \(-30 \) dB. Because no corrections for conduction loss were included in the calculations, the \( Q \times f \) reported represent the lower bound value. The temperature coefficient of resonant frequency \( f \) was also measured in the temperature range from 25°C to 75°C.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1a demonstrates the density evolution of \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO} \) ceramics sintered at 1100°C which shows a slight decrease after addition of 0.5 mol% ZnO and then density improvement for \( x \) up to 2 mol% with a change towards lower densities for higher values of \( x \geq 3 \). The maximum density of 99% (3.33 g/cm\(^3\)) is related to \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 2\text{ZnO} \) sample sintered at low sintering temperature of 1100°C. Temperature variations of density of \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO} \) samples (\( x = 0, 2, 3 \)) are presented in Fig. 1b which reveal that density reaches the maximum value at 1100°C and remains almost unchanged for all specimens until 1200°C and further increase in temperature to 1250°C decreases the density of ceramics.  

The addition of ZnO into \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 \) in the present investigation is considered as doping which has resulted in the enhancement of sintering behavior of ceramic through formation of point defects in solid state sintering Fig. 2.
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**Fig. 2.** Schematic representation of vacancy diffusion mechanism after addition of ZnO

**Fig. 1.** Density Relative density of (a) \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO} \) (\( x = 0-5 \)) ceramics sintered at 1100°C and (b) \( \text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO} \) (\( x = 0, 2, 3 \)) at different temperatures for 3 h
Fig. 3 represents room temperature XRD patterns recorded from Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO ceramics sintered at 1100 °C. All present peaks are assigned to monoclinic β-Li$_2$TiO$_3$ phase (JCPDS card: 330831) with rock salt structure. The formation of solid solution between Li$_2$TiO$_3$ and ZnO has been reported by Huang et al. [16] in which higher values of ZnO content in (1-x)Li$_2$TiO$_3$-xZnO ceramic system (x = 0.1-0.5) were investigated in order to alter the τf value of ceramic to zero.

In order to examine the structural changes of the ceramic after ZnO addition, Rietveld refinement has been performed by the MAUD Software [33, 34]. Before refinement the program has been calibrated to consider the instrumental zero shift and asymmetry of instrument using XRD pattern of Si standard sample (NBS 640) free from the effect of small crystallite size broadening and lattice defects (micro-strain) [35]. The most reliable part of XRD patterns (2θ=25-60) has been determined and utilized for refinement. The CIF file of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ with monoclinic crystal structure has been applied for refinement. The GOF values (χ=$\sqrt{R_{wp}^2/R_{exp}^2}$) less than 2 are representative of a good fitting and Table 1 confirms the reliability of refinement. To more support the reliability of refinement results, the differences of the experimental and calculated pattern are also illustrated in Fig. 4a for some samples. It could be seen that the differences are almost zero in whole 2θ which is indication of good refinement.

The results clearly indicate that the cell volume reduced with Zn addition (Table 1, Fig. 4b). This result may be related to the creation of vacancies in the structure and therefore increases diffusion rate in the lattice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZnO</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>B (Å)</th>
<th>C (Å)</th>
<th>β (°)</th>
<th>V (Å$^3$)</th>
<th>χ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.069</td>
<td>8.798</td>
<td>9.765</td>
<td>100.19</td>
<td>428.56</td>
<td>1.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.067</td>
<td>8.795</td>
<td>9.763</td>
<td>100.22</td>
<td>428.23</td>
<td>1.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.068</td>
<td>8.793</td>
<td>9.765</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>428.29</td>
<td>1.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.068</td>
<td>8.794</td>
<td>9.763</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>428.23</td>
<td>1.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.067</td>
<td>8.793</td>
<td>9.765</td>
<td>100.21</td>
<td>428.21</td>
<td>1.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.068</td>
<td>8.794</td>
<td>9.761</td>
<td>100.22</td>
<td>428.16</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulated XRD patterns by MAUD software (Fig. 5) also showed that the intensity of 002 diffraction line (2θ~18.5°) is decreased by Zn incorporation while intensity of 202 and 33 diffraction lines (2θ~ 43.6°) are enhanced. Literature related the changes of the intensity to the solely change in ordering [11]; however, one should consider that addition of Zn also modifies the structure factor and scattering intensity.

Raman spectra of the prepared samples (Fig. 6) verify the phase purity. Since these spectra are very similar no more information could be obtained by them. In Li$_2$TiO$_3$, the frequencies within 700–550 cm$^{-1}$, 400–550 cm$^{-1}$, and 250–400 cm$^{-1}$ region are assigned to Ti-O stretching in TiO$_6$ octahedral, Li-O stretching in tetrahedral, and Li-O stretching in octahedral coordinations, respectively. In the Li$_2$TiO$_3$ structure, the lithium can occupy both octahedral and tetrahedral positions [36].

The SEM micrographs of thermal-etched Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO samples sintered at 1100 °C are illustrated in Fig. 7. The surface morphology of pure Li$_2$TiO$_3$ (Fig. 7a) reveals the occurrence of abnormal grain growth. Microstructural refinement is evident.
for ceramics with $x < 1.5$ from the SEM images in Fig. 7a-c. Free energy of the system associated with grain boundaries provides the driving force for grain growth. Solute ions in crystalline systems impose a retarding force for migration as the boundary migration results in an asymmetric dopant concentration profile due to different diffusivity of the solute ions from that of the host across the boundary [37]. The ceramic with $x = 2$ possesses a good close packing of grains (Fig. 7e) and highest value of density $\rho = 3.33 \text{ g/cm}^3$ with grain size within a narrow range. Further increase in dopant concentration in $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 3\text{ZnO}$ caused an upturn in grain size of the ceramic with preferential grain growth. It is also visible that the porosities have grown along with grain growth. $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 5\text{ZnO}$ microstructure demonstrates the continual trend of increase in grain size and pore size as well. The presence of porosities due to the lithium sublimation is also observed in micrographs.

![SEM micrographs of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO}$ pellets sintered at 1100 °C for different values of $x$.](image)

**Fig. 7.** SEM micrographs of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO}$ pellets sintered at 1100 °C for different values of $x$ (a) 0, (b) 0.5, (c) 1, (d) 1.5, (e) 2, (f) 3 (g) and (h) 5 (two different magnifications).
Fig. 8 contains the microstructures of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 3ZnO ceramic sintered at 1000 °C that shows the existence of spot like areas containing Zn distributed uniformly through the microstructure.

Fig. 9a plots the dielectric constant of the Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO ceramics as a function of ZnO addition. The relationships between dielectric constant and ZnO content reveal the same trend as those observed between density and ZnO content, since it increases as the ZnO content increases up to the value of 2 mol%. Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 2ZnO ceramic with the maximum density represents the highest value of $\varepsilon_r = 22.5$ and then dielectric constant decreased with further increase in ZnO content due to higher porosities in the ceramic (Fig. 7f and g). Therefore, it can be concluded that the dielectric constant of the system under study is mainly controlled by density in agreement with Clausius–Mossotti equation. This equation related the dielectric constant of ceramic to the dipoles in unit cell volume and dielectric polarizabilities of ions [9]. In another word, the higher the density of ceramic, the higher the dipoles in a unit cell volume and therefore the higher the value of $\varepsilon_r$ [9, 20]. The relation can be expressed in another way as the $\varepsilon_r$ increases with higher density and lower porosities because of the unity of $\varepsilon_r$ of air [8].

Fig. 9b presents the quality factor ($Q \times f$) of the Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO ceramics as a function of ZnO concentration. The quality factor of the ceramic has deteriorated through lower values of ZnO doped into the structure in compositions of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO (x = 0.5, 1, and 1.5 mol%). The reason may be related to the finer microstructure of ceramics presented in Fig. 7b-d. Slight improvement in $Q \times f$ values was observed with increase in ZnO content up to 1.5 mol%, while Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 2ZnO ceramics showed uprising in quality factor due to density improvements and uniform microstructure. However, the increase in $Q \times f$ value continued for Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 3ZnO which can be explained by excessive grain growth of the ceramic. The maximum value of $Q \times f = 31800$ GHz was obtained for Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 3ZnO sample. The decrease in $Q \times f$ value of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + 5ZnO may be related to the formation of large pores as well as large grains in the microstructure.

Fig. 9. Variation of (a) dielectric constant and (b) quality factor of Li$_2$TiO$_3$ + xZnO ceramics sintered at 1200 °C vs. ZnO amounts.
Fig. 10 illustrates the variation of $Q \times f$ of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 3\text{ZnO}$ ceramic with respect to sintering temperature. Quality factor increased during sintering up to $1100^\circ$C with slight difference until $1200^\circ$C and then decreased at sintering temperature of $1250^\circ$C as a result of decrease in density.

The temperature coefficient of resonant frequency, $\tau_f$ of pure $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3$ sintered at $1200^\circ$C was measured +26 ppm/°C which decreased to +13 ppm/°C in $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 3\text{ZnO}$ ceramic. The temperature coefficient of resonant frequency is mainly controlled by the composition, the additives, and the second phase of the materials [11]. The reduction in $\tau_f$ value of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3$ was also reported in [11] with higher values of ZnO addition (10-50 mol.%).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of ZnO addition on the densification, crystal structure, microstructure and microwave dielectric properties of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + x\text{ZnO}$ ($x = 0-5$) was explored in this experiment. It was found that density increases with increasing the ZnO content ($x \leq 2$), since material transport is facilitated through lattice defects formed through Zn substitution in the ceramic structure. The substitution of Zn into host lattice caused decrease in cell volume proved by Rietveld refinement method which verifies that Zn tends to replace Li cationic site than incorporate in tetrahedral interstitial sites or Ti cationic site. Simulated XRD patterns also showed that the intensity of 002 diffraction line (20 = 18.5°) is decreased by Zn incorporation (replacement of Li cationic sites) while intensity of 202 and 33 diffraction lines (20 = 43.6°) are enhanced. The maximum density of 3.33 g/cm$^3$ was obtained after sintering of $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 2\text{ZnO}$ ceramic at low temperature of $1100^\circ$C. Further increase in dopant concentration ($x \geq 3$) resulted in lower densities due to development of porosity in the microstructures. These two ceramics ($\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 3\text{ZnO}$ and $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 5\text{ZnO}$) developed completely different microstructures containing large grains. The best dielectric constant of 22.5 was achieved for $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 2\text{ZnO}$ ceramic, and the highest $Q \times f$ of ~31800 GHz was measured for $\text{Li}_2\text{TiO}_3 + 3\text{ZnO}$ ceramic which had a microstructure containing the large grains.
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